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Conflict Update # 102 
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Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Russian forces conducted a missile 

strike against Kyiv for the first time since 

April 29, likely to coincide with the ongoing 

G7 leadership summit. 

Russian Colonel-General Gennday 

Zhidko has likely taken over the role of 

theatre commander of operations in 

Ukraine. 

Russian forces continued attacks 
against the southern outskirts of Lysychansk 

and consolidated control of Severodonetsk 

and surrounding settlements. 

Russian forces are conducting 

operations to the east of Bakhmut to 

maintain control of the T1302 Bakhmut-

Lysychansk highway. 

Russian forces conducted unsuccessful 
ground assaults to the northwest of 

Slovyansk. 

Russian forces intensified artillery 

strikes against Ukrainian positions along 

the Southern Axis. 

Russian occupation authorities are 

escalating measures to stem Ukrainian 

partisan activity in occupied areas through 

increased filtration measures and the 

abduction of civilians. 

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - Russian forces continued to conduct 

attacks against the southern outskirts of Lysychansk on June 26. Russian sources claimed that Russian troops are fighting 

on the territory of the Lysychansk Gelatin Plant, as well as in Bila Hora (directly southeast of Lysychansk) and Privillya 

(directly northwest of Lysychansk). They additionally consolidated newly-controlled positions in Severodonetsk, 

Syrotyne, Voronove, and Borivske and continued to shell Ukrainian forces in and around the Severodonetsk-Lysychansk 
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area. Information regarding the specifics of the tactical 

situation in Lysychansk will likely become increasingly 

obfuscated as Russian forces consolidate control of 

Severodonetsk and continue to extend advances into 

Lysychansk. 

Their forces continued offensive operations to the east of 

Bakhmut along the T1302 Bakhmut-Lysychansk highway 

on June 26. Russian Telegram channel Rybar claimed that 

Russian forces have established control of the T1302 

highway and that Russian operations in this area will likely 

be increasingly oriented around retaining control of the 

highway as opposed to interdicting Ukrainian lines of 

communication. Russian forces fired at Ukrainian 

positions along the T1302 in Mykolaivka, Berestove, 

Pokrovske, and Kodema and reportedly conducted 

ground assaults near Berestove, Bilohorivka, Klynove, and 

Pokrovkse. Russian sources additionally claimed that Russian 

troops conducted positional battles around Donetsk City in 

the direction of Kostyantinivka and Niu York, although 

Ukrainian sources stated that Russian forces took no active 

actions in this area. Russian forces conducted ground and 

artillery attacks in southwestern Donetsk Oblast near the 

Zaporizhia Oblast border in the vicinity of Pavlivka and 

Yehorivka. 

Russian forces continued ground assaults towards Slovyansk 

from the southeast of Izyum but did not make any confirmed 

advances on June 26. The Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) 

reported that Ukrainian forces repelled Russian attempts to 

advance in Dolyna, Kurulka, and Mazanivka, all northwest of 

Slovyansk near the Kharkiv-Donetsk Oblast border.  

Russian Telegram channel Readkova additionally claimed 

that Russian troops are fighting around Krasnopillya and 

Bohorodychne (northwest of Slovyansk) and Prysyhb and Sydorove (directly north of Slovyansk). They continued to set 

conditions to resume operations towards Slovyansk from the west of Lyman and shelled Mayaky, about 15 kilometers 

directly north of Slovyansk. 
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Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv City - Russian 

forces continued attempts to improve their positions 

north of Kharkiv City and conducted limited, 

unsuccessful assaults along contested frontlines in 

northeastern Kharkiv Oblast on June 26. UGS reported 

that they conducted an unsuccessful attack on 

Dementiivka, a settlement about 20 kilometers directly 

north of Kharkiv City along the E105 highway that runs 

into Belgorod.  

Russian Telegram channel Readkova claimed that 

Russian forces are additionally fighting north of Kharkiv 

City in Udy, Tsupivka, and Verkhnii Saltiv. Russian 

troops conducted artillery and airstrikes against civilian 

infrastructure and Ukrainian positions in and around 

Kharkiv City. 

Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis - Russian 

forces on the Southern Axis continued defensive 

operations and targeted Ukrainian positions on June 

26. 

UGS and Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command 

both indicated that enemy forces are focusing on 

preventing Ukrainian troops from regrouping along 

their southern frontlines. 

Russian forces once again unsuccessfully attempted to regain a 

lost position in Potomkyne, in northwestern Kherson Oblast and 

are intensifying artillery attacks against Ukrainian positions, 

especially along the Kherson-Mykolaiv Oblast border on the 

western Inhulets riverbank, to repel recent Ukrainian 

counterattacks. Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command 

stated that Russian forces have intensified their rate of shelling 

by 150% and that Russian shelling has almost entirely destroyed 

the settlements in the Davydiv Brid area along the eastern bank 

of the Inhulets River.  

Russian forces conducted artillery and missile strikes across the 

southern frontline in various areas of Zaporizhia, Kherson, 
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Mykolaiv, and Dnipropetrovsk Oblasts. Russian forces are additionally continuing to fortify their military presence on 

Snake Island off the coast of Odesa Oblast to extend their control of the southwestern Black Sea. 

Activity in Russian-occupied Areas - Russian occupation authorities are strengthening measures to consolidate 

administrative control of occupied areas to crack down on the increasing pressure of recent Ukrainian partisan activities. 

The Ukrainian General Staff reported on June 26 that Russian authorities have intensified filtration measures at 

checkpoints in occupied areas and are carrying out counterintelligence actions at these checkpoints, likely to identify and 

target Ukrainian partisans.  

Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command additionally claimed that Russian forces are abducting relatives of Ukrainian 

soldiers and servicemen in Mykolaiv and Kherson Oblasts. Ukrainian Mayor of Enerhodar Dmytro Orlov similarly stated 

that Russian forces in Enerhodar are kidnapping and torturing citizens to obtain information on “illegal activity” 

(presumably partisan affiliations) under duress. Reports of abductions and intensified law enforcement measures on the 

part of Russian authorities coincide with reports of escalating Ukrainian partisan actions. Ukraine’s Southern Operational 

command stated that members of Ukrainian resistance in Kherson Oblast are increasingly targeting pro-Russian 

collaborators, and Ukrainian partisans set a car belonging to the Russian-appointed Head of Education on fire on June 

25. 

Russian forces conducted a massive missile strike against the Schevchenkivskyi district of Kyiv on June 26, likely 

to coincide with the ongoing summit of G7 leaders. This is the first such major strike on Kyiv since late April and is likely 

a direct response to Western leaders discussing aid to Ukraine at the ongoing G7 summit, much like the previous strikes 

on April 29 during UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres’ visit to Kyiv.  

Ukrainian government sources reported that Russian forces targeted infrastructure in the Shevchenkivskyi district using 

X101 missiles fired from Tu-95 and Tu-160 bombers over the Caspian Sea and noted the Russian attack was an attempt 

to “show off” their capabilities.  

Open-source Twitter account GeoConfirmed stated that the strikes targeted the general vicinity of the Artem State Joint-

Stock Holding Company, a manufacturer of air-to-air missiles, automated air-guided missile training and maintenance 

systems, anti-tank guided missiles, and aircraft equipment. GeoConfirmed noted that Russian forces likely fired the 

missiles from the maximum possible range, which would have interfered with GPS and radar correlation and resulted in 

the strike hitting civilian infrastructure, and additionally hypothesized some of the missiles may have been fired from 

Russian-occupied southern Ukraine. They likely targeted the Artem Plant as a means of posturing against Western military 

aid to Ukraine during the G7 summit and inflicted additional secondary damage to residential infrastructure. 

The Kremlin continues to manipulate Russian legislation to carry out “covert mobilization” to support operations 

in Ukraine without conducting full mobilization. The Russian State Duma announced plans to review an amendment to 

the law on military service on June 28 that would allow military officials to offer contracts to young men immediately 

upon “coming of age” or graduating high school, thus circumventing the need to complete military service as conscripts.  

Head of the Ukrainian Main Intelligence Directorate (GUR) Kyrylo Budanov stated yesterday that the Kremlin is carrying 

out “covert mobilization” and that due to continuous Russian mobilization efforts, Ukrainian forces cannot wait for the 

Russians to exhaust their offensive potential before launching counteroffensives. He remarked that the Kremlin has 

already committed 330,000 personnel to the war, which constitutes over a third of the entirety of the Russian Armed 

Forces, and that Russian President Vladimir Putin will face substantial domestic and social opposition if he increases this 

number by carrying out general (as opposed to covert) mobilization, as ISW has previously assessed. 

Colonel-General Genady Zhidko, current director of Russia’s Military-Political Directorate, is likely in overall 

command of Russian forces in Ukraine. He sat next to and conferred with Russian Defense Minister Sergey Shoigu during 

an inspection of Russian ground forces in Ukraine yesterday, though Zhidko’s nameplate was notably blurred out by the 
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Russian Ministry of Defense and his position has not been officially confirmed, unlike the commanders of Russia's two 

force groupings in Ukraine that ISW reported on June 26.  

Conflict Intelligence Team previously reported on May 26 that Zhidko replaced Commander of the Southern Military 

District Alexander Dvornikov as overall commander in Ukraine, though ISW could not independently verify this change at 

the time. Reports on June 21 of Dvornikov’s dismissal and Zhidko’s prominent place in Shoigu’s June 26 visit likely confirm 

this change. 

Ukraine accuses Russia of bringing Belarus into war after missile launches from northern neighbor - Kyiv 

yesterday accused Russia of officially dragging Minsk into the war after missiles were fired at Ukraine from within Belarus’ 

borders.  

The Main Intelligence Agency of the Defense Ministry of Ukraine said "a mass rocket-bomb strike was launched" after 12 

cruise missiles were fired from 6 planes. 

Russia relied on Belarus in the lead-up to the invasion and after it first failed to take Kyiv as a base for its troops to 

resupply and regroup. But for the first time since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on Feb. 24, missiles have been fired from 

within Belorussian territory. 

The agency said the missiles were fired using Tu-22M3 warplanes, which are long-range supersonic jet bombers 

developed by Russia and first used during its war in Afghanistan in the 1980s. 

According to the intelligence data, the bombers took off from the Shaikovka airbase roughly 190 miles southwest of 

Moscow. Russian forces then entered Belorussian airspace and fired upon Ukrainian targets roughly 30 miles from the 

Belorussian border before returning to Russia. 

Another 24 missiles, also reportedly fired from within Belarus, were said to have hit Ukrainian military targets near 

Zhytomyr, an area less than 90 miles west of Kyiv, first reported Ukrainian news outlet Pravda. 

Impacts 

Russian ambassador talks Ukraine war and ‘Jewish guys’ at Cafe Milano - Though he has been called 

“Washington’s least popular man” in the wake of the invasion of Ukraine, Russian Ambassador to the U.S. Anatoly 

Antonov had a big-name dining companion for lunch Thursday at Cafe Milano in Georgetown: former U.S. envoy for 

Afghanistan Zalmay Khalilzad. The two were hosted by Dimitri Simes, president and CEO of the Center for the National 

Interest. 

A POLITICO reporter was at a neighboring table, overheard much of the conversation, and took notes on what was said. 

The Russian ambassador agreed when Khalilzad said “we need an agreement” to end the war between Ukraine and 

Russia. When discussing the prospect of a peace deal, Antonov asked Khalilzad, “What would [the U.S.] like us to give 

up?” Khalilzad suggested that Antonov have dinner with the Ukrainian ambassador. In an apparent reference to Russia’s 

false claims that neo-Nazis are running Ukraine, Antonov asked Khalilzad: “You have a lot of Jewish guys in the United 

States. Why are they so tolerant of what’s happening in Kyiv?” 

Antonov expressed befuddlement over Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy and said he doesn’t “understand 

[Zelenskyy’s] vision for the future of Ukraine.” 

When discussing U.S.-Russia relations, Antonov complained “that we don’t get any respect” from Washington, adding 

that Russia “need[s] respect” and “would like [the U.S.] to respect” it. Asked what might lead to the normalization of 
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relations with the U.S., Antonov told Khalilzad, “I cannot answer your question,” but later said that Russia needed 

“security guarantees.” 

Antonov bemoaned the lack of dialogue and communication between the U.S. and Russia, comparing it unfavorably to 

the Cuban missile crisis, during which the U.S. and Soviet Union continued to talk. Near the end of the lunch, Antonov 

said: “Zal, I would like to use your contacts and your contacts in this administration,” and Khalilzad discussed the need 

for a “track two” in communications between the U.S and Russia. 

At the lunch, Simes discussed a business idea of his: starting a new TV channel in Moscow, which Khalilzad said could be 

“very lucrative.” “Don’t forget my request to be junior partner,” Antonov joked. It is not clear how serious Simes is about 

his idea, but this would not be his first foray in television in Russia. In 2018, to the surprise of some of his think tank’s 

employees, Simes started as a co-host of a prime-time show called “The Big Game” on a channel that the Russian 

government is a majority owner of. 

The Four Horsemen 

What has happened in the past weeks and months that suddenly made Putin risk all that capital built up over the past 20 

years to take on Ukraine. Is it national pride or is it a longer-term strategy against the West? 

Dragonbear: China/Russia alliance 

The dragonbear alliance, of the 

Chinese dragon and the Russian bear, 

has not always been a love affair. 

Historically, Russia has always 

supported India over China and there 

has been strong animosity between 

these neighbors, who share a 4,250 

km. land border. 

Henry Kissinger’s strategy of 

empowering China was, in fact, to 

weaken Russia and now it seems 

after 50 years, this may have created 

a beast: a dragonbear that the US 

may not be strong enough to control. 

Both China and Russia have resented 

the US dominance in global affairs and during former president Donald Trump’s rule, Russia celebrated the fact that China 

bore the brunt of the erratic president’s ire. Trump’s withdrawal from the international arena allowed Russia’s and 

China’s global power to grow unchecked. 

Then came the first horseman, the plague. The rapid spread of COVID-19 into a global pandemic can be firmly attributed 

to China’s negligence, lack of transparency and will to cover up. It also brought to light China’s control of international 

organizations, such as the World Health Organization (WHO), which were as much to blame for the cover-up and spread 

as the Chinese government was. 

Western democracies suffered far more economically and socially than China, a single-party-controlled dictatorship. 

While western markets were decimated by public perception, China used this time to take firm control of Hong Kong, 
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eliminate the one country-two systems pledge and destroy the power of billionaires who had started challenging Xi 

Jinping’s authority. 

On February 4, two men met under the umbrella of the Winter Olympics in Beijing. Putin and Xi announced a no-limits 

friendship between their two countries. Just when Europe had achieved some sort of control on the pandemic and as 

inflation surged, Russian missiles rained on Kyiv. 

While Mario Draghi and his colleagues in Europe had declared “whatever it takes” to save the European economy, it 

seems that Putin had declared “whatever it takes” to ruin it. Oil prices hit a historic high and inflation become even 

steeper. Stock exchanges globally, which had just started recovering to pre-pandemic levels, started crashing again.  

The second horseman, war, had made his mark. 

Famine and death 

In October 2021, with heads of states meeting in Rome, at the G20 supply chain resilience was often discussed as a key 

point to combat Chinese aggression. Most heads of state were worried about electronics and chips, which were China’s 

domain. 

No one was alarmed about food, except the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the World Food Program’s 

(WFP) often ignored warning of drought and famine in Afghanistan, Yemen and the Horn of Africa. We are almost at the 

third horseman, famine. The world and Europe are on the brink of probably the toughest summer they have faced in 

generations. 

Russia won against Nazi Germany using a scorched-earth policy. It would seem Putin’s strategy to tame Europe is similar. 

Curiously, the Chinese have been buying grain and stockpiling food since 2021. According to the report of Al Jazeera 

from February 2022, Russia and Ukraine together produce over 25% of the world’s wheat. Most of the produce of last 

year’s wheat is either in Russian control or out of Ukraine’s ability to export. As well, China is hoarding maize, soya and 

other calorie crops, while the supply lines of food to Europe are limited. 

Another worrying fact is that while hunger may impact Europe relatively less, due to the EU’s financial resilience, there 

is a large risk that hunger in Africa will force increased mass migration to Europe by sea. Whether food is available in 

Africa or not, rising costs will create economic or natural famines in what seems to already be a very hot summer, forcing 

Africans to head to Europe in unprecedented numbers. 

Between China and Russia, both control African politics enough to incentivize this. African Union’s President Senegal’s 

Macky Sall appealed to the West after his meeting with Putin in early April, to lift sanctions to facilitate wheat and 

fertilizer exports. 

Depending on how this summer will progress, the sanctions on Russia may have to weaken to reduce pressure on the 

price of oil and gas to reduce inflation and to keep southern Europe’s governments from collapsing from unchecked 

migration from Africa, due to hunger. 

Putin may, with his friend Xi, achieve global dominance through one relatively small war in Ukraine. 

Death and a new global order 

Ukraine just seems to be the first chapter of the death of the old world order. Russia seems confident it will bring the 

West to its knees by making oil more expensive in a hot summer where heatwaves will make it impossible to keep air 

conditioning off. If that isn’t enough, it will by pushing Africa to act on its behalf by creating hunger. After all, if the 

democracies can’t check inflation and enforce border security, governments in southern Europe will collapse. 
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Russia is not short of political allies it has developed in European countries, who may return to power on the platform 

of illegal migration, unchecked price rises, security and unemployment. 

“And I looked and behold a pale horse: and his name that sat on him was the fourth horseman Death, and hell followed 

with him.” While we may be prepared for death, what we now need to understand is how we deal with the hell that 

follows. 

Containment 

Russia trying to stop flow of Western weapons to Ukraine, no evidence of success - Russia has tried to stop 

the supply of military aid to Ukraine, but there is no evidence of “any Russian success in intercepting” weapons assistance, 

a senior Pentagon official said. “That is unlikely to change,” the official said, speaking on condition of anonymity. 

The official added that the US was strengthening Ukrainian forces to enable them to continue to defend Kyiv as well. In 

one of the recent presidential drawdowns for US military aid to Ukraine, President Joe Biden said the US will help Ukraine 

defend itself in the Donbas. 

But the senior US defense official said Washington would help Ukraine defend its sovereign territory, not just the Donbas. 

Sanctions 

U.S. to join Group of 7 in ban of new Russian gold imports to hit Putin - U.S. President Joe Biden and fellow 

Group of Seven leaders will agree to announce a ban on new gold imports from Russia, a person familiar with the plan 

says, the latest sanctions imposed after the Russian invasion of Ukraine. 

Sanctions-hit Russia slides towards default as payment deadline expires - Russia edged closer to default on 

Sunday amid little sign that investors holding its international bonds had received payment, heralding what would be the 

nation’s first default in decades. 

Russia has struggled to keep up payments on $40 billion of outstanding bonds since its invasion of Ukraine on February 

24, which provoked sweeping sanctions that have effectively cut the country out of the global financial system and 

rendered its assets untouchable to many investors. 

The Kremlin has repeatedly said there are no grounds for Russia to default but is unable to send money to bondholders 

because of sanctions, accusing the West of trying to drive it into an artificial default. 

The country’s efforts to swerve what would be its first major default on international bonds since the Bolshevik revolution 

more than a century ago hit an insurmountable roadblock when the US Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets 

Control (OFAC) effectively blocked Moscow from making payments in late May. 

“Since March we thought that a Russian default is probably inevitable, and the question was just when,” Dennis Hranitzky, 

head of sovereign litigation at law firm Quinn Emanuel, told Reuters. “OFAC has intervened to answer that question for 

us, and the default is now upon us.” 

While a formal default would be largely symbolic given Russia cannot borrow internationally at the moment and doesn’t 

need to thanks to rich oil and gas revenue, the stigma would probably raise its borrowing costs in future. 

In Russia’s war over Ukraine, China and India emerge as financiers - As Russia tries to break the stranglehold 

of sanctions, China and India are emerging as Moscow’s pivotal financiers by purchasing large amounts of Russian crude, 

putting themselves in the middle of the messy war with Ukraine and a geopolitical standoff with the West. 
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It’s a complex calculation for China, India — and the global economy. 

Buying cheap oil from Russia offers economic and political advantages. China can diversify its oil supplies for national 

security reasons, while India can make billions exporting refined products like gasoline and diesel. 

But undercutting European and American efforts to isolate the Kremlin risks serious diplomatic fallout that neither 

country wants. China has avoided overtly supporting Russia’s war in public statements and India has portrayed itself as 

neutral. 

The two countries, with the demand from their enormous domestic markets and the supplies from their vast refineries, 

are also central in determining the direction of oil prices. Their purchases of Russian crude in recent months have helped 

ease the pressure. 

Their ultimate appetite for Russian oil will either shake or support the global economy, another complicating factor in 

the West’s capacity to stay united through a war of attrition in Ukraine. So far, the West has remained steadfast in its 

commitment to Ukraine, but a long period of high fuel prices and potential shortages in Europe could become politically 

unpalatable. 

Putin 

Putin Dealt Blow as Russian Advance Likely to Stall in Coming Weeks - Russian offensive operations in Ukraine 

are likely to stall in the coming weeks, regardless of whether Putin's forces capturing the embattled twin cities of 

Severodonetsk and Lysychansk, according to a Washington-based think tank. 

The report, published by the Institute for the Study of War (ISW), comes as Putin's troops are pushing to capture 

Lysychansk after having captured Severodonetsk. Doing so will place all of Luhansk under Russian control and grant Putin 

a form of military victory. 

Russian forces have made consistent gains in the region in recent days. The ISW report said that if Ukraine were to lose 

both cities, it "will not represent a major turning point in the war." 

"Ukrainian forces have fundamentally accomplished their objective in the battle by slowing down and degrading Russian 

forces," the analysis said. "Russian offensive operations will likely stall in the coming weeks ... likely granting Ukrainian 

forces the opportunity to launch prudent counteroffensives." 

The report said Russian forces, after capturing Severodonetsk, have made significant gains in the Lysychansk area over 

the last several days, and Ukrainian troops continue to suffer high casualties. 

Ukrainian forces have succeeded for weeks in drawing substantial quantities of Russian personnel, weapons, and 

equipment into the area and have likely degraded Russian forces' overall capabilities while preventing Russian forces 

from focusing on more advantageous axes of advance, the analysis said. 

Putin Must Cease War Immediately, Pull Russian Troops From Ukraine: EU - The EU has issued a firm warning 

to Putin, urging him to pull back his forces to stop any breaches of Ukraine's territorial integrity and sovereignty. 

As the brutal Russia-Ukraine war continues, with Russian troops relentlessly bombarding major Ukrainian cities, the 

representative of the European Union at the OSCE Permanent Council Meeting on June 24, asserted that Russian 

President Vladimir Putin must cease the war quickly to prevent additional loss of life and damage to life and property in 

Ukraine, Ukrinform reported. The EU has also issued a firm warning to Putin, urging him to pull back his forces to stop 

any breaches of Ukraine's territorial integrity and sovereignty.  
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According to a statement from the EU, “At four o’clock on 24 February, the largest war of aggression in Europe since the 

Second World War started, bringing untold suffering to the people of Ukraine...The world knows who the aggressor is. 

With its premeditated, unprovoked and unjustified attack, Russia chose to be the aggressor, who we strongly condemn. 

The world continues to stand in full solidarity with Ukraine and its people.” 

Besides this, the EU also emphasized the fact that in order to maintain Ukraine's overall economic, military, social, as well 

as financial strength, the EU would have to continue offering substantial support, including humanitarian aid. EU further 

noted that another essential component of this equation is its financial penalties, which are intended to reduce the 

aggressor's military power. “Wars of aggression did not pay off in the past and it is even more imperative that they do 

not pay off in today’s world,” it added.  

Geopolitics 

Was cash strapped Sri Lanka duped by China in Hambantota Port? - Chinese built Hambantota has become a 

millstone around Sri Lanka's neck as the seaport has landed Colombo in a dragon debt trap and is a commercially unviable 

with little hope of traffic revival in future. 

The Hambantota Port is located in southern Sri Lanka close to the east-west sea route. Its construction began in 2008 

which was funded through Chinese loans of about US$ 1.3 billion. The construction was carried out by a joint venture of 

China Harbor Engineering Company (CHEC) and the Sino Hydro Corporation. 

Phase I of the project was completed in 2010 and the port commenced commercial operations in November 2011. Phase 

II of the project began in 2012 and was completed in 2015. The total expenditure on building the port and equipping it 

was about US$ 1.5 billion. 

By 2016, the Hambantota Port under the ownership of Sri Lanka Ports Authority (SLPA) had incurred losses of about SLR 

46.7 billion. Meanwhile, Sri Lanka had to repay nearly US$ 1.7 billion to China as principal and interest for the loan it had 

taken to build this Port (till about 2036). The debt repayment for this loan at that time was close to about US$ 100 million 

annually. 

By this time, it was also clear that this expensive project was not commercially viable as had been shown in initial 

feasibility studies till a ‘suitable’ study found this to be commercially ‘feasible.’ 

Using this pretext of recurring losses, an elaborate scheme was designed to enable China to secure ownership of this port 

for 99 years in the garb of an investment into a Public Private Partnership to manage and operate the Port. 

Construction of this port was in line with China’s “Blue” strategy. 

The New Sultan: Erdogan and the Crisis of Modern Turkey - Cagaptay, a political scientist who directs the Turkish 

Research Program at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy, argues for a liberal path to securing the country’s 

future in this well-researched treatise. He also shows how Turkey’s powerful president, Recep Tayyip Erdogan , is taking 

the country in the opposite direction. Cagaptay narrates Erdogan’s rise to power on the same wave of conservative 

nationalist politics currently washing over many other countries. The author is fair-minded in crediting Erdogan with 

reviving Turkey’s economy and bringing much of the nation out of poverty and into the middle class. However, Cagaptay 

also shows that Erdogan has gained power by demonizing his opponents and his onetime supporters, the Gulenists, badly 

dividing the country, with the possible consequence of civil war. The failed military coup in the summer of 2016 allowed 

Erdogan to consolidate and extend his authority in the name of stability. Erdogan ’s foreign policy forays have been 

failures, leaving him with little support from Middle Eastern countries while alienating the E.U., U.S., and Russia. Cagaptay 

offers appealing fixes such as a liberal constitution, a democratic, open society, and a tech-oriented economy, but little 

reason to believe that any of this can happen in the face of Erdogan ’s formidable opposition. 
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US, UK, Australia, Japan And New Zealand Launch PBP To Counter China In Pacific Region - The group 

Partners in the Blue Pacific (PBP) now will commit more resources to the Indo-Pacific region to counter China’s influence 

as it increases its footprint in the region. 

The group, dubbed Partners in 

the Blue Pacific (PBP), will seek 

to support Pacific regionalism 

and strengthen economic ties 

between the Pacific islands and 

the rest of the world. 

"We are united in our shared 

determination to support a 

region that benefits the peoples 

of the Pacific. We are also united 

in how we realize this vision -- 

according to principles of Pacific 

regionalism, sovereignty, 

transparency, accountability, 

and most of all, led and guided 

by the Pacific Islands," the White 

House said. 

China criticizes blocs, invites 13 countries to BRICS-related event - Besides the leaders of the BRICS countries, 

China invited leaders of 13 countries for the event, seen to be Beijing’s push to expand the five-member bloc. These 

include Algeria, Argentina, Egypt, Indonesia, Iran, Kazakhstan, Senegal, Uzbekistan, Cambodia, Ethiopia, Fiji, Malaysia and 

Thailand. 

Calling for an “enabling international environment for development,” Xi warned that “protectionist moves will 

boomerang; anyone attempting to form exclusive blocs will end up isolating himself; maximum sanctions serve nobody’s 

interest, and practices of decoupling and supply disruption are neither feasible nor sustainable.” 

How China Lost the Nordic Countries - Five years ago, the Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden) 

were still eagerly pushing for closer ties with China. Each of the Nordic countries held frequent high-level meetings with 

Beijing, signed new Memorandums of Understanding to expand bilateral cooperation, competed with each other to 

attract Chinese investments, and welcomed Chinese-led multilateral initiatives such as the Asian Infrastructure 

Investment Bank (AIIB) as well as China’s growing involvement in the Arctic. 

In the past few years, however, perceptions of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) have fundamentally changed in the 

Nordic countries as security-related concerns and sensitive political issues have come to the fore.  

This development has been particularly noticeable since 2019 when the Huawei controversy, the Hong Kong protests and 

the revelation of mass detention camps in Xinjiang prompted the Nordic governments to re-evaluate their relationships 

with Beijing.  

Indeed, they have now come to view China as “a systemic rival,” a term first used in March 2019 by the EU Commission 

in its China strategy paper and recently also adopted by both the Finnish and Danish governments to describe their 

relations with China. 
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For some of the Nordic countries such as Denmark and Sweden, the overall deterioration in bilateral relations with China 

has been exacerbated by specific quarrels with Beijing. In the case of Denmark, a satirical newspaper cartoon of the 

Chinese flag with coronavirus symbols, the erection of a “pillar of shame” sculpture in front of the Danish parliament, 

and Chinese sanctions against the Copenhagen-based NGO Alliance of Democracies have severely strained the 

relationship. As for Sweden, the Gui Minhai case and the explicit Huawei ban imposed by the Swedish authorities have, 

along with the “shotgun diplomacy” practiced by the Chinese ambassador to Sweden from 2017-21, taken a heavy toll 

on bilateral relations. 

Yet, the Finnish government is also increasingly voicing its concerns about China’s development in various official reports, 

with the head of SUPO, the Finnish state security service, sounding the alarm last year about the potential threat from 

China against Finland’s critical infrastructure. Even the Norwegian government – after publicly pledging in 2016 to “do 

its best to avoid any future damage to the bilateral relations” in order to put an end to six years of boycott from Beijing 

– has drawn growing criticism from the Chinese embassy in Oslo due to the recent publication of several government 

reports that “are full of hostility towards China and Cold War mentality.” The embassy added that “it is extremely 

irresponsible and dangerous to create imaginary enemies.” 

In a broader comparative sense, while some of the Nordic countries (Denmark and particularly Sweden) have targeted 

Huawei directly and have granted their state security or intelligence service agencies a critical decision-making role in 

banning the Chinese tech giant, others (Norway and especially Finland) have preferred to tackle the issue of 5G security 

primarily as a technical-administrative issue within the framework of existing laws and have even allowed Huawei to 

retain a (temporary) position in the periphery of their 5G networks. 

Furthermore, the Nordic governments have also, more generally, become wary of Chinese investments, introducing new 

investment screening mechanisms (Denmark did so in 2021; Sweden’s will take effect in 2023) or amending existing laws 

(Finland in 2020, Norway in 2022) in order to allow local authorities to filter foreign investments through a national 

security lens (and also bringing national laws in line with new EU regulation). Security concerns have even recently had a 

disruptive effect on research collaboration as public calls for tighter regulation have proliferated following media reports, 

notably in Denmark and Sweden, about Chinese collaboration partners’ undisclosed ties to the People’s Liberation Army 

and the potential misuse of joint research projects to strengthen the Chinese regime’s surveillance or repression 

methods. 


